
Romy Lace
Shower Foam
A rich and creamy Lilac coloured foaming shower gel 
sensation is Luxurious & Sophisticated; a classic beauty.
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Tess
Home Fragrance Sticks
With the fragrance of oriental casablanca lily & sandelwoord 
and i’ts delicate artwork makes this home fragrance sticks 
Tess a “Pure & Calming” addition to your home!

Julia
Shower Foam 
A rich and creamy Pink coloured foaming shower gel 
sensation with the Mysterious sweet fragrance 
Peony & Amber. 

Tess
Shower Foam
A rich and creamy White coloured foaming shower 
gel sensation with the oriental fragrance Casablanca Lily 
& Sandelwood

Julia
Home Fragnance Stick
With the fragrance of mysterious sweet peony & amber 
and i’ts delicate artwork makes this home fragrance sticks 
Julia a “Happy & Energetic “ addition to your home!

Romy Lace
Home Fragrance Sticks 
With the fragrance of flowery jasmin and spicy patchouli 
and i’ts delicate artwork makes this home fragrance sticks 
Romy a “Luxurious & Sophisticated” addition to your 
home! A classic beauty. 
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Patty Leopard
Shower Gel
A soft cleansing shower gel with the sultry scent of dahlia 
and roses. The unique design with leopard print and 
romantic flowers makes this Melli Mello Patty Shower Gel 
a “Wild & Romantic” addition to your bathroom!

Patty Leopard
Body Lotion
This caring body lotion with the sultry scent of dahlia and 
roses gives the skin a soft feeling. The unique design with 
leopard print and romantic flowers makes this Melli Mello 
Patty Body Lotion a “Wild & Romantic” addition to 
your bathroom!
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Patty Leopard
Mini Shower Foam
A rich and creamy pink coloured foaming mini shower 
gel sensation with the sultry scent of dahlia and roses. 
The unique design with leopard print and romantic 
flowers makes this Melli Mello Patty foaming shower gel 
sensation a “Wild & Romantic” addition to your bathroom 
and it’s easy to travel with!

Patty Leopard
Soap Bar
A soft cleansing soap bar with the sultry scent of orange 
blossom and Daisy. The unique design with leopard print 
and romantic flowers makes this Melli Mello Patty Soap 
Bar a “Wild & Romantic” addition to your bathroom! 
Tip: Use the packaging afterwards as a cute juwelry box.

Patty Leopard
Giftset Shower Gel & Body Lotion
Why choose, have it all! With this unique designed gift set 
Patty of Melli Mello. The gift set contains a soft cleansing 
shower gel and caring body lotion with the sultry scent 
of dahlia and roses. The unique design with leopard print 
and romantic flowers makes this Melli Mello Patty 
shower gel and body lotion a “Wild & Romantic” 
addition to your bathroom!

Patty Leopard
Shower Foam
A rich and creamy pink coloured foaming shower gel 
sensation with the sultry scent of dahlia and roses. 
The unique design with leopard print and romantic 
flowers makes this Melli Mello Patty foaming shower gel 
sensation a “Wild & Romantic” addition to your bathroom!

Sonny Zebra 
Shower Gel
A soft cleansing shower gel with the fresh flowery scent of 
cherry blossom and magnolia. The black and white design 
with flowers, peacock’s eye and imaginative zebras makes 
this Melli Mello Sonny Shower Gel a “Fresh & Funky” 
addition to your bathroom!

Sonny Zebra 
Body Lotion
This caring body lotion with the fresh flowery scent of 
cherry blossom and magnolia gives the skin a soft feeling. 
The black and white design with flowers, peacock’s eye 
and imaginative zebras makes this Melli Mello Sonny Body 
Lotion a “Fresh & Funky” addition to your bathroom!

Sonny Zebra 
Soap Bar
A soft cleansing soap bar with the soft sweet scent of 
milk and vanilla. The black and white design with flowers, 
peacock’s eye and imaginative zebras makes this Melli 
Mello Sonny Body Lotion a “Fresh & Funky” addition to 
your bathroom! Tip: Use the packaging afterwards as a 
cute juwelry box.

Sonny Zebra
Shower Foam
A rich and creamy foaming shower gel sensation with fresh 
flowerly frangrance of Cherry Blossom and Magnolia. 
The black and white design with flowers, peacock’s eye 
and imaginative zebras makes this Melli Mello Sonny 
foaming shower gel sensation a “Fresh & Funky” addition to 
your bathroom!
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Sonny Zebra
Mini Shower Foam
A rich and creamy foaming mini shower gel sensation with 
fresh flowerly frangrance of Cherry Blossom and Magnolia. 
The black and white design with flowers, peacock’s eye and  
imaginative zebras makes this Melli Mello Sonny foaming  
shower gel sensation a “Fresh & Funky” addition to your 
bathroom and it’s easy to travel with! 

Sonny Zebra
Giftset Shower Gel & Body Lotion
Why choose, have it all! With this unique designed gift set 
Sonny of Melli Mello.The gift set contains a soft cleansing 
shower gel and caring body lotion with the fresh flowery 
scent of cherry blossom and magnolia. The black and white 
design with flowers, peacock’s eye and imaginative zebras 
makes this Melli Mello Sonny shower gel and body lotion 
a “Fresh & Funky” addition to your bathroom!
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Lizzy Lama 
Soap Bar
A soft cleansing soap bar with the soft sweet scent of 
hyacinth and clove. The pink design with golden heart, 
romantic flowers and the sweetest lama makes this Melli 
Mello Lizzy Soap Bar a “Sweet & Lovely” addition to your 
bathroom! Tip: Use the packaging afterwards as a cute 
juwelry box.

Lizzy Lama 
Shower Gel
A soft cleansing shower gel with the sweet fruity scent of 
mango and linden blossom. The pink design with golden 
heart, romantic flowers and the sweetest lama makes this 
Melli Mello Lizzy Shower Gel a “Sweet & Lovely” addition 
to your bathroom!

Lizzy Lama 
Mini Shower Foam
A rich and creamy peach coloured foaming mini shower 
gel sensation with lovely fruity fragrance of Mango and Linden 
Blossom. The pink design with golden heart, romantic 
flowers and the sweetest lama makes this Melli Mello Lizzy 
foaming shower gel sensation a “Sweet & Lovely” addition 
to your bathroom and it’s easy to travel with!

Lizzy Lama
Shower Foam
A rich and creamy peach coloured foaming shower gel 
sensation with lovely fruity fragrance of Mango and Linden 
Blossom. The pink design with golden heart, romantic 
flowers and the sweetest lama makes this Melli Mello Lizzy 
foaming shower gel sensation a “Sweet & Lovely” addition 
to your bathroom!

Lizzy Lama 
Body Lotion
This caring body lotion with the sweet fruity scent of 
mango and linden blossom gives the skin a soft feeling. 
The pink design with golden heart, romantic flowers and 
the sweetest lama makes this Melli Mello Lizzy Body Lotion 
a “Sweet & Lovely” addition to your bathroom!

Lizzy Lama
Giftset Shower Gel & Body Lotion
Why choose, have it all! With this unique designed gift set 
Lizzy of Melli Mello. The gift set contains a soft cleansing 
shower gel and caring body lotion with the sweet fruity 
scent of mango and linden blossom. The pink design with 
golden heart, romantic flowers and the sweetest lama 
makes this Melli Mello Lizzy shower gel and body lotion 
a “Sweet & Lovely” addition to your bathroom!
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Suzy Snake
Shower Gel
A soft cleansing shower gel with the fresh energetic scent 
of ginger and vetiver. The luxurious snake design with golden 
ornaments, flowers and rhinestones makes this Melli Mello 
Suzy Shower Gel a “Luxury & Energetic” addition to 
your bathroom!

Suzy Snake
Body Lotion
This caring body lotion with the fresh energetic scent  
of ginger and vetiver gives the skin a soft feeling.  
The luxurious snake design with golden ornaments, 
flowers and rhinestones makes this Melli Mello Suzy Body 
Lotion a “Luxury & Energetic” addition to your bathroom!

Suzy Snake
Soap Bar
A soft cleansing soap bar with the soft sweet scent of 
waterlily and vetiver. The luxurious snake design with 
golden ornaments, flowers and rhinestones makes this 
Melli Mello Suzy Soap Bar a “Luxury & Energetic” addition 
to your bathroom! Tip: Use the packaging afterwards as a 
cute juwelry box.

Suzy Snake
Shower Foam
A rich and creamy aqua coloured foaming shower gel 
sensation with the fresh energetic scent of ginger and 
vetiver. The luxurious snake design with golden ornaments, 
flowers and rhinestones makes this Melli Mello Suzy 
foaming shower gel sensation a “Luxury & Energetic” 
addition to your bathroom!
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Romy
Hand & Body Lotion
This caring hand & body lotion Romy is luxurious & 
sophisticated ; a classic beauty with the fresh scent of 
flowery jasmin and spicy patchouli is quickly absorbed  
and gives the skin a soft feeling. The unique design with 
beautiful flowers, rhinestones and bright colours makes 
this Melli Mello hand & body lotion a piece of jewelry 
for every bathroom, kitchen or toilet!

Suzy Snake
Mini Shower Foam
A rich and creamy aqua coloured foaming mini shower 
gel sensation with the fresh energetic scent of ginger and 
vetiver. The luxurious snake design with golden ornaments, 
flowers and rhinestones makes this Melli Mello Suzy foa-
ming shower gel sensation a “Luxury & Energetic” addition 
to your bathroom and it’s easy to travel with!

Romy
Shower Foam
A rich and creamy Lilac coloured foaming shower gel 
sensation is luxurious & sophisticated ; a classic beauty. 
With the fragrance of flowery jasmin and spicy patchouli 
and i’ts delicate artwork. Romy is a piece of jewelry for 
every bathroom.

Romy
Hand Wash
A soft cleansing hand wash Romy is luxurious &  
sophisticated ; a classic beauty. With the fragrance of  
flowery jasmin and spicy patchouli and i’ts delicate 
artwork. Romy is a piece of jewelry for every bathroom, 
kitchen or toilet!

Suzy Snake
Giftset Shower Gel & Body Lotion
Why choose, have it all! With this unique designed gift set 
Suzy of Melli Mello . The gift set contains a soft cleansing 
shower gel and caring body lotion with the fresh energetic 
scent of ginger and vetiver. The luxurious snake design with 
golden ornaments, flowers and rhinestones makes this 
Melli Mello Suzy shower gel and bodylotion a “Luxury & 
Energetic” addition to your bathroom!

Romy
Mini Shower Foam
A rich and creamy Lilac coloured foaming mini shower 
gel sensation is luxurious & sophisticated ; a classic beauty. 
With the fragrance of flowery jasmin and spicy patchouli 
and i’ts delicate artwork. Romy is a piece of jewelry for 
every bathroom and it’s easy to travel with!
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Melli Mello
Hand Lotion
This caring hand lotion with the fresh scent of cherry 
blossom is quickly absorbed and gives the skin a soft 
feeling. The unique design with beautiful flowers, butterflies 
and rhinestones makes this Melli Mello Hand Lotion a little 
juwel for in every home!

Gift Set Cherry Blossom
Hand Wash & Hand Lotion 
Why choose, have it all! Met deze super decoratieve 
geschenkset van Melli Mello . Bevat de zacht reinigende 
handzeep en de verzorgende handlotion met met het 
frisse parfum van kersenbloesem. Het unieke design 
met prachtige bloemen, vlinders en strass maakt deze 
Melli Mello Giftset Cherry Blossom een juweeltje voor 
in ieder huis!

Gift Set Romy
Hand Wash & Hand Lotion 
Why choose, have it all! Met deze super decoratieve 
geschenkset van Melli Mello . Bevat de zacht reinigende  
handzeep en de verzorgende handlotion met het 
vrouwelijke parfum van oosterse rozen en Mediterraanse 
mandarijn. Het unieke design met prachtige juwelen, 
bloemen en vlinders maakt deze Melli Mello Giftset Romy 
een juweeltje voor in ieder huis!

Melli Mello
Hand Wash
A soft cleansing hand wash with the fresh scent of cherry 
blossom. The unique design with beautiful flowers, butterflies 
and rhinestones makes this Melli Mello Hand Wash a little 
juwel for in every home!
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Melli Mello
Her Duckness
The golden crowned Melli Mello bath duck with pink boa, 
seated on a large pink mesh sponge is a royal fun accessory 
for each bathroom. Packed in a highly decorative Melli 
Mello casing, matching het status as Her Duckness!

London
Soap Bar
A soft cleansing soap bar with the traditional scent of 
lavender and sandalwood. With love from London with 
the Big Ben, red pay booth and rich flowery and funny 
decorations. Tip: Use the packaging afterwards as a cute 
juwelry box.

New York
Soap Bar
A soft cleansing soap bar with the lovely scent of musk 
and violet. With love from New York with the Statue of 
Liberty, typical yellow taxi cab and rich flowery and funny 
decorations. Tip: Use the packaging afterwards as a cute 
juwelry box.

Amsterdam
Soap Bar
A soft cleansing soap bar with the flowery scent of peony 
and tulip. With love from Amsterdam with the recogni-
zable Amsterdam houses, typical Dutch windmill, flowers 
and fun decorations. Tip: Use the packaging afterwards as a 
cute juwelry box.

Paris
Soap Bar
A soft cleansing soap bar with the romantic flowery 
scent of mimosa and patchouli. With love from Paris with 
the Eiffel Tower, baguettes and rich flowery and funny 
decorations. Tip: Use the packaging afterwards as a cute 
juwelry box.
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